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It won't always grow back

colorblind

some feel the rain, others get wet

agierte Bilder / enacted images



"as white is the colour which reflects the greatest number of rays of light, (...) 
a beautiful body will, accordingly, be the more beautiful the whiter it is (...) ."

Johann Joachim Winkelmann, (art among the Greeks, 1764)



"Trigger, trigger, pull the trigger. 
‘It wont always grow back’, pull the trigger.
‘It’s not what you see, it’s what you don’t see.’
Pull the trigger.

Colorblind, pull the trigger to see.
Trigger, trigger, pull the trigger
Colorblind, its not what you see, its what you don’t see.
Pull the trigger.

Imagine a world of black and white, 
Motionless and dark. 

A world overflowing with water, 
A world filled with protests, 
A world made up of tiny grey cells.

Imagine a world where our eyes can only see one color.

A new world where we have found ourselves 
A world that carried our journey of survival 
Then finally, the trigger is pulled,
And we are standing, in a space, where the grey cells start to burst into forms of color.
Suddenly, darkness becomes light…. 
I have a heavy feeling, or at least I thought I did; my heart is racing, I can feel my blood 
pumping. A heat rush clamps the back of my neck, my ears turn red hot. 
I’m trying to understand, trying to see what I could not see before. 
I feel light, I feel free.

Blink, like shooting stars another color appears. 
Then in a moment of stillness, silence empowers the whole space.
It’s not what you see; it’s what you don’t see.

As a catalyst, the journey that started in 2015 has expanded into a universe of journeys. 
Collecting like a nomad, the journey inhabits the spaces, where human activity can be 
seen but not felt. 
2015 
The first cycle 
Dresden, the space, the place of stories

I have found that the politics that affect the masses are the politics of the unseen. The 
tiny grey cells become spaces void of empathy and full of nothingness. 
Then, like a trigger, the blind is pulled down and suddenly we all see the color."

Vivian Chinasa Euzgha



Performance cycle

2015: “It won't always grow back #1”, Hole of fame, Dresden, Germany
2015: “It won't always grow back #2”, Kunstbanken, Hamar, Norway
2016: “It won't always grow back #3”, Collegium Hungaricum, Berlin, Germany
2016: “It won't always grow back #4”, Galeria Raczej, Poznan, Poland
2016: “It won't always grow back #5”, FLAM Festival, Amsterdam, Netherlands
2016: “It won't always grow back #6”, Nomadic arts festival, Bratislava, Slowakia
2017: “It won’t always grow back #7”, Palais Prinz Carl, Heidelberg, Germany
2017: "It won't always grow back #8", Performancecrossings, Prague, Czechia
2017: "It won't always grow back #9", Galeria Kobro, Lódz, Poland
2017: "It won't always grow back #10", P/ROPS, Gent, Belgium
2017: "It won't always grow back #11", P.S. - this is live, The Hague, Netherlands
2017: "It won't always grow back #12", ACT.MOVE.PERFORM. Dresden, Germany
2017: "It won't always grow back #13", Projektraum streitfeld, Munich, Germany
2017: "It won't always grow back #14", tjg theatreacademy, Dresden, Germany
2018: "It won't always grow back #15", art hall, Rehlovice, Czech Republic
2018: "It won't always grow back #16", Rhenania, Performance Garten, Cologne, Germany



"weigh ... paddle ... sink ... search ... scratch ... vibrating ... grabbing ... pulling ... 
holding ... bubbling ... fighting ... kicking ... floundering ... turning ... rolling ... guarding 
... veiling ... streaking ... throwing. ..raging ... meet ... drink ... gurgle ... spit ... circling 
... splash ... weigh."

Marie-Luise Lange

It won't always grow back #1
Hole of fame, 
Dresden, Germany 2015 

https://vimeo.com/284504895


"The artist works in this performance with a tremendously 
rich gestural repertoire whose formal arsenal recalls the 
human basal anthropological movement alphabet. The 
performance evolves from a dynamic vibration impulse to an 
expansive, colorfully underscored symphony whose beauty can 
not hide the true drama and harshness of the developed plot."

Marie-Luise Lange





It won't always grow back #2
Kunstbanken, Performance festival, 
Hamar, Norway 2015

https://vimeo.com/284504895






It won't always grow back #3
Monday Modus Series at Collegium Hungaricum, 
Berlin, Germany 2016

https://vimeo.com/284504895




It won't always grow back #4
PERFEX, Galeria Raczej, 
Poznan, Poland 2016







It won't always grow back #5
FLAM festival, 
Amsterdam, Netherlands 2016     photos: Monika Deimling

https://vimeo.com/284504895




It won't always grow back #6 - and the band played on
Nomadic Art Festival, 
Bratislava, Slovakia 2016

https://vimeo.com/284504895




It won't always grow back #7 
“Foolish Things – Clever Stuff?”, Heidelberg University,
Heidelberg, Germany 2017

https://vimeo.com/284504895




It won't always grow back #8 
PERFORMANCE CROSSINGS
Prague, Czech Republic 2017

https://vimeo.com/284504895






It won't always grow back #9 
Galeria Koboro,
Lódz, Poland 2017

https://vimeo.com/284504895






"Chagall and Magritte meet each other in the body and soul of BBB Johannes 
Deimling."

Sabine Oosterlynck

It won't always grow back #10 
P/ROPS, 
Gent, Belgium 2017





It won't always grow back #11 
P.S. - this is live,
The Hague, Netherlands 2017

"A shivering colorful Fenix seeking shelter behind a shield of fire. Starting with 
some smooth hip movements, transforming from yellow into green trough blue. 
Sharing its heartbeat and our human reflection is hanging on a threat in the air. 
Slowly the fire expires and poetic sparks, make us come together."

Jolanda Jansen

https://vimeo.com/284504895


" SOUNDS
tattering, flying paper stacks
bare feet walk fast on concrete
coal circling on cardboard
fast colored slaps on cardboard and body
shattering coal
long wooden sticks hovering tenderly like a flock of birds
fork and plates clinking on concrete
fork on dish like chalk on blackboard
long wooden sticks rattling in the air
long wooden sticks whirring through the air and bursting
short wooden sticks like fast, cutting breaths
almost still blazing flames."

Lisa Tostmann



It won't always grow back #12
ACT.MOVE.PERFORM., international Performance Art Symposium, 
Dresden, Germany 2017

" If you only look at pictures it might seem playful and childish which it is. But the 
"how" of the actions made touches the essence of what it means to be a human 
today and to operate in the material world that we have created around us. It is 
sensitive and thoughtful."

Ieva Savickaitė



"We all have to deal with this 
kind of moments when we realize 
that time can not fix it. When 
the red color in Johannes hands 
meets the fantastic white horse 
in very slow motion describes it 
all. It was a lifting moment."

Kineret Haya Max



"I watched a man transform the minds of adults in order to capture the imagination 
of children. I watched a statement, a proposition, an enjoyment of bodies coming 
together to see what was once our state as children. 
Living and seeing in an adult body, sometimes its easy to forget the power of 
laughter. But to witness the light in children and the beauty of simplicty is something 
that we always forget to see in the everyday life. Awakened by the sound of laughter, 
the simplicty of colours coming together to display an essence of humanity is what it 
turly means to be visual.
I see the eyes of the audience as they gaze with enjoyment and then like a leaping 
child open wide to laugh. 
Then I stop to see, to see the stories, or perhaps to see the rememberance of a body 
that was once exsisted but time has forced to grow… I am reminded that I am still a 
child, still able to explore and discover a new world. 

Imagination and journey, time can not steal the power of imagination. 

As I watched, I started to think about  where we are. The space, the place, the 
country, the world. The world is like a big playground full of elongated legs with 
beards and breasts. They move like frogs, leaping from one leafpad to the next, 
searching for a meaning in suitations where meaning is only needed if you can first 
enjoy the moment. 
Images after images, colours and shapes. It was like being in a dream of a painter. An 
abstract expressionist who was working to bring his paintings to life.
 Three diementional, texture and depth.
Moving visuals of an imaginative process.

Shadows of doubt create images of darkness. 
Shadows of light create images that are universal.
 For a child to sit, watch and laugh is an opporunity to capture the future and allow it 
to flourish like a well watered plant. 

It wont always grow back... but perhaps it might, if you allow it to. 

Vivian Chinasa Euzgha



It won't always grow back #13
Projectspace streitfeld, 
Munich, Germany 2017

https://vimeo.com/284504895




"view in the exhibition at Projektraum Streitfeld, Munich 2017



It won't always grow back #14
tjg theater junge generation, 
Dresden, Germany 2017

https://vimeo.com/284504895




It won't always grow back #15
art hall
Rehlovice, Czech Republic 2018

https://vimeo.com/284504895




" 50°37'N, 13°57'O 
Trapped in my own thoughts. Caught in the cage of our own world. Right in the 
middle of a war against ourselves. Like bubbles that cannot reach the sky. I can feel 
it seething inside of me, like a volcano, everything bottles up. Single little parts falling 
to the ground like clouds of dust, disappearing over time. I am in a world far away 
from borders, rules and laws. Here I can lose my own self and set it free. Like a bird 
flying into great freedom, I take off. The rest of me, the part which has kept me from 
dreaming for years, remains here in the flames. Smoke. But afterwards it is as if it 
had never been there. Outbreak. I feel like my whole body becomes one. Like a new 
skin covering the whole area from my toes to my forehead. Freedom. A fresh start. 
And then suddenly silence. Around me the remnants of failed attempts. Of hopes 
that I gave up, even before I really believed in them. I stand in front of a locked door. 
I knock, nobody opens. But this time I will not go and wait for the rules to change. I 
will enter. I will do something. I will be the new one to enter. And suddenly it is very 
clear; the new world seems familiar to me. But again I dare not leave. It's getting 
dark. Error. But one thing is complete and clear now: It won’t always grow back.

Alica Müller

"There is not enough water to take away the fire of love..."
Eli Dor Cohen



It won't always grow back #16
Rhenania, Performance Garten
Cologne, Germany 2018





video and performance cycle

2016: "colorblind #1 (video)", Oslo National Academy of the Arts, Oslo, Norway
2016: "colorblind #2 (video)", Utrecht School of the Arts, Utrecht, Netherlands
2016: "colorblind #3 (video)", art gymnasium Poitr Potworowsky, Poznan, Poland
2017: "colorblind #4 (video)", Kelim art center, Tel Aviv, Israel
2017: "colorblind #5 (video)", Academy of Fine Arts, Lodz, Poland
2017: "colorblind #6 (live)", Cloud Festival, Tirana, Albania
2017: "colorblind #7 (live)", Albertinum - State Art Collection, Dresden, Germany
2017: "colorblind #8 (live)", streitfeld, Munich, Germany
2017: "colorblind #9" (video), streifeld, Munich, Germany
2017: "colorblind #10 (live)", Museum for fine arts, Leipzig, Germany
2018: "colorblind #11 (live)", Deutsches Hygienemuseum, Dresden, Germany



colorblind I
Oslo National Academy of the Arts
Oslo, Norway 2015

https://vimeo.com/284504895


colorblind III
art gymnasium Poitr Potworowski
Poznan, Poland 2016

https://vimeo.com/284504895


colorblind IV
Kelim art center
Tel Aviv, Israel 2017

colorblind VII
Albertinum - State Art Collection
Dresden, Germany 2017

https://vimeo.com/284504895
https://vimeo.com/284504895


colorblind X
Museum for fine arts
Leipzig, Germany 2017

colorblind XI
Deutsches Hygiene Museum
Dresden, Germany 2018

https://vimeo.com/284504895
https://vimeo.com/284504895


"A perfect intervention on traditional viewing habits."
SAX, Dresden citymagazine

Performance in enacted images
production at tjg theater junge generation Dresden

Ensemble: Paula Carlotta Albrecht Linda Berthold Jannes Donner Frieda Fischer 
Sontje Greiffenberg Mathilde Göhler Luise Hemmann Marie Knothe Annika Molke Alica 
Müller Lisa-Charlotte Naumann Emilia Otto Oskar Scheiba Frida Schramm Julia Schulz 
Lina M. Schuster Maybritt Stiehl

Director and conzept: BBB Johannes Deimling
Assistant: Lena Höhlich
Material and costumes: Wiebke Müller
Video and Music: Matthias Pick
Dramaturgy: Ulrike Leßmann



" How would you describe what you saw?

talking art, impressive, interesting, white, body language, bizarre, patiently, a new 
world, diverting, great and cool, creative, surprising, calming, refreshing, touching 
pictures, snapshots of contexts, meaning, colorful, inspirational, ingenious, 
experimental, criticism, different, breathtaking, abstract pictures, interaction, 
several little stories, depth, wondrous, special, profound, perceptions of life, good 
for the arts, engaging, exhausting, abstraction, art, performance theatre, calm, 
moving, deconstruction, sophisticated, exciting, successful, crazy, images, fluid, 
visual, diverse, I was off socks, amazing, beautiful, disturbing, slow, strange, 
reassuring, dance, exact, glamorous, rainy, I don’t know yet, peculiarly thoughtful, 
scary, gorgeous, relaxing, time is flowing, convincing, empathic, simple, compelling, 
material experience, ocean of images, professional, images replacing language, 
pictorially beautiful, I’m surprised how beautiful this was and please more of it!, 
excitingly beautiful, pure aesthetics, enigmatic, Rene Magritte, modern, pensive, 
confusingly funny, baffling, versatile, uplifting, curious, pictorial compositions, 
identity, feelings, goosebumps, reflective, mysterious, magical, rare, dreaming, timid, 
exceptionally, unique, captivating, collage, poetry, symbolism, straight forward, very 
aesthetic, dubious, a perfect dream, strong, unbelievable, silence, stimulating, flood 
of images, powerful, mysteriously, movement of raindrops, great pictures, color 
on white, alive, super galactic phenomenal, surreal, I go home without umbrella, 
contemporary, serious, very imaginative, unusual, inspiring, tangent, holistic, images 
that lasts, imaginatively, exceptionally, diversified, I am feeling the rain, creative, 
superior, no words can explain how I feel now, higher value, politics, memory, ...





"art flirting with theatre. (...)"

kunstforum international





" Smells, sounds, tastes, pictures, numbers, facts. Much too much and always faster. 
Every day more and more impressions crash on us, more than we actually can absorb 
and process. What else do we get in the multitude of information and activities? Are 
we just hamsters in the wheel of a flood of senses that turns faster and faster? Or can 
we jump off, hit a trail into the jungle and regain control over our own perception?

Under the guidance of BBB Johannes Deimling a group of young performers throw 
themselves against this rapid speed and have the courage to demand silence and 
attention." 

tjg - theatre young generation

https://vimeo.com/284504895
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visual reflection by BBB Johannes Deimling
water color on paper
11,5 x 16,5 cm









"it's not about what you see, it's about what you don't see."
BBB Johannes Deimling



BBB Johannes Deimling

Mail:
bbb@bbbjohannesdeimling.de
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bbbjohannesdeimling.de
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act-move-perform.com
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Facebook:
facebook.com/BBBJohannesDeimling

Instagram:
@bbbjohannesdeimling

#bbbjohannesdeimling
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